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1 Introduction
Combinatorial optimisation problems are easy to state but hard to solve, and
they arise in a huge variety of applications. Branch-and-price is one of many
powerful methods for solving them. This paper describes how Dantzig-Wolfe
decomposition, column generation and branch-and-price are integrated into the
hybrid optimisation platform G12 [13]. The G12 project is developing a software
environment for stating and solving combinatorial problems by mapping a high-
level model of the problem to an efficient combination of solving methods.
The G12 platform consists of three major components, the modelling lan-
guage Zinc [5], the model transformation language Cadmium [3], and several
internal and external solvers written and/or interfaced using the general-purpose
programming language Mercury [12]. All solvers and solver instances are spec-
ified in terms of their specific capabilities, i.e. the type of problems they can
solve, the type of information they can return, and how they solve a problem.
The branch-and-price solving in G12 was first described in detail in [9].
The practical usefulness of column generation and branch-and-price has been
well-established over the last 20 years [2, 1]. More recently it has emerged that
column generation provides an ideal method for combining approaches, such as
constraint programming, local search, and integer/linear programming [7, 11, 8].
Systems such as ABACUS [6] and COIN/BCP [10] and others offer facilities
to support the implementation of branch-and-price. However, these systems re-
quire the user to understand the technical details of branch-and-price, supporting
algorithm implementation rather than problem modelling. The first attempt to
provide a column generation library was in ECLiPSe [4]. This system introduced
the idea of an aggregate variable appearing in the master problem to represent
a set of values returned as columns from multiple solutions to identical subprob-
lems. However this library assumes a fixed set of variables in each subproblem,
and precludes search choices which break some of the subproblem symmetries.
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2 G12 Branch-and-Price Solving
We present the different aspects of G12 branch-and-price solving using three
examples. All of these examples are accompanied by extensive computational
experiments showing the effectiveness of our system.
The first example, a trucking problem, is used to show how high-level models
are mapped to a standard column generation approach with branch-and-price on
the original variables. In order to use Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition and column
generation on a high-level model in G12, annotations describing what parts
define the sub-problems, which solver is to be used for each subproblem, and
which solver is to be used for the master problem are introduced. The annotation
of the original model is done by the user. In a second step an automatic Cadmium
transformation is applied. It performs a Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition on the
model and separates original, master and subproblem variables. It further adds
constraints linking these variables, informing the underlying column generation
module about the specific structure of the model. The model is then solved by
column generation and branching on the original variables.
The second example, the cutting stock problem, is used to demonstrate the
variable aggregation facilities of the system. The main purpose of variable aggre-
gation is to avoid problem symmetries and thus significantly reduce the required
search effort. The variable aggregation is controlled by annotations specified
by the user, informing the underlying system which subproblems should be ag-
gregated. A Cadmium transformation is then applied to create an aggregated
version of the variables and constraints. The column generation module man-
ages the disaggregation of variables required in the branching phase, so that
branching on the original problem variables is still possible.
In the third example, the two-dimensional bin packing problem, the use of
specialised branching rules on subproblem variables is shown. Such branching
rules are very effective in reducing symmetry, since they do not require variable
disaggregation. However, in contrast to branching on original variables, they
introduce modifications of the subproblems. In the current system the branching
rules have to be developed at the Mercury level, but they are selected at the
modelling level using annotations.
3 Conclusion
The presented system allows one to specify column generation and branch-and-
price on high-level models without the need to implement the technical details.
This allows users to experiment with different variants of this specific way of
hybrid solving and to compare it to other solver mappings in G12.
One interesting challenge arising out of this work is how to automatically
detect identical subproblems. This is a completely novel form of automated sym-
metry detection, which is of significant practical value.
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